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A REALIZATION OF THE ADDITIVE WITT GROUP

KENNETH NEWMAN ' AND MOSS E. SWEEDLER2

Abstract. For each prime p we construct in several ways a canonical

sequence of divided powers and give an elementary proof that its

coefficients lie Z(/l).

Introduction. Let H be a commutative, cocommutative irreducible Hopf

algebra over Q, the rationals. A sequence of elements in H, °x = 1, xx,

2x, . . . , is called a sequence of divided powers (SDP) if, for all n, A"* =

2"=0 'x 0 "~'x. In this paper we consider SDP's such that for a fixed prime/»,

each /» "th divided power is algebraically independent of the previous terms in

the sequence, while the other divided powers are algebraically dependent on

the previous terms. Using the exponential Taylor series we give several

realizations of this sequence (including a rather complicated formula) and

also give an elementary proof that the coefficients of the polynomials repre-

senting the elements in the sequence lie in Z(/;). (This was previously shown in

[3].)

For convenience, we will call a power series in T, 1 + 2°i,x,T', an SDP if

1, xx, x2, . . . is an SDP.

Also we will denote the primitives of H, P(H).

Lemma 1 [1, Proposition 2]. The formal power series in T, exp(2fL xx¡T) is

an SDP if and only if each xi is primitive.

Corollary 2 [1, Corollary 3]. 1 + 2x,T' is an SDP if and only if the

coefficient of T' in log(l + ~E^Lxx¡T') is a primitive for all i.

Lemma 3 [1, Theorem 4]. Give Hn = Q[A,, X2, . . . , Xn] a graded Hopf

algebra structure by defining A A, so that I, Xx, X2, . . . , X„ is an SDP and by

letting deg A, = i. Then there exists a homogeneous extension to

1, Xx, X2, . . . , X„. We denote such an extension P„+x.

Lemma 4. Assume that J = Q[A,, A2, . . . , Xm] is a graded irreducible Hopf

algebra and contains an SDP 1, xx, 2x, . . ., "x such that

(1) 'x is homogeneous of degree i for all i;
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(2) '*-*,;
(3) for 2 < i < m, 3k, > 2 such that X¡ = *0c and /'<./'=> k¡ < k}.

Then   there   exists   a   unique   homogeneous   extension    "+1x   to   1,    'x,

2x, . . . , "x.

Proof. Existence. By Lemma 3, Hn contains a homogeneous extension

Pn+X to I, Xx, X2,. . ., X„. Now q>: Hn-*J via X¡ -> 'x will be a graded Hopf

algebra map and <p(Pn+ x) will be the desired extension.

Uniqueness. A second homogeneous extension would differ from the first

by a homogeneous primitive d of degree n + 1. We show d = 0 as follows: by

[4, Theorem 13.0.1, p. 274] over a field of characteristic 0 any cocommutative

irreducible Hopf algebra is the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie

algebra of primitives and, since J is also commutative, J is generated by any

linear basis of P(J) as a polynomial ring, i.e., if {da} is a basis for P(J) then

{¿4} is an algebraically independent generating set in /. If 0 ^ d, then it may

be included in a basis for P(J) and hence in an algebraically independent

generating set of J. On the other hand, an element may be included in an

algebraically independent generating set only if it is of the form:

m

y + 2 XiXi + R(XX, X2,..., Xm) (t)
i = i

with y, A,,. . ., ^ E Q, at least one a, not zero, and R in the square of the

ideal generated by Xx, X2, . . ., Xm. But an element of the form (f) cannot be

homogeneous of degree greater than n since X¡ = kix is homogeneous of

degree k¡. Thus d which is homogeneous of degree n + 1 cannot be written in

form (f) and must therefore be zero.    Q.E.D.

Note that this lemma implies that the extension in Lemma 3 is unique.

We will be especially interested in the situation of the above lemma where

for a prime/», X¡ = p'x, for all i > 0. (For convenience we will start subscrip-

ting the A"s at 0.) Using the above lemma and induction we know that 3!

homogeneous SDP: 1, PXj>, P2j>, ... in Q[X0, Xx, X2, . . . ] such that Pplj) =

X¡ and deg X¡ =/»'.

Another method of constructing this sequence and one leading to a

computational realization derives from Lemma 1. Consider

exp(A-0r + (Xx -QX)T" + (X2 - Q2)T"2 + . .. ) (.)

where Qi is the coefficient of Tp' in

exp(X0T+(Xx - QX)T» + • • • + (*,_, - ß,-,)F"~' ).

Note that the coefficient of Tp' in (*) is X¡. Further if we inductively define

&X, = Aß + 1 ® (A-,. - ß) + (Ai - ß) ® 1,

we have that X0 and X¡ - Qi are primitive for all i. Thus (*) is an SDP. The

uniqueness part of Lemma 4 ensures that this is the same SDP defined above.
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A somewhat more "magical" algorithm using the same idea can be stated

as follows:

Consider exp(X0T) and replace the coefficient of Tp by A,. Take log and

discard all T' with i > p. Then all coefficients are primitives and exp of this

will be an SDP. Now replace the coefficient of Tp with A2, take log, discard

T with /' > p2, etc.

In any case, we see from (*) that if we inductively define

Q=       2        xs* (¿-.-er    (*,-_,-a_,r'
m0+pm¡+ ■ ■ ■ +p'~ 'm,_ ¡=p'

then

P.. =

m0\ m,! (w,_,)!

xz° (xl-Qlr    (*,-&r
"•p ^      , ma\ mx\ m.\

m0+pmt+ ■ ■ ■ +p'm, = n        " ' '

where/»' is the largest power of/» less than or equal to n.

For example if n < p then P    = x¡j/n\. Up < n < p2 then

p    =       y       Xom°(Xx -Xp/p\)m'

"'P        m0 + pm¡ = n   WQ! m,!

since Qx = xg/pl.

What is remarkable about this sequence is that the coefficients lie in Z(p),

i.e., the denominators are relatively prime to /» and therefore one can use the

Pnj) to construct SDP's over fields of char/». We give an elementary proof

using Witt vectors and the Artin-Hasse exponential.

In Q[Y0, Yx,...] let <b„ = Yp" + PYP" ' + ■ ■ ■ +pnYn. If we let each <b„

be primitive then the A Y, are defined inductively.

Lemma 5 [2, Chapter V, §4, no°4.1, p. 617]. Let the coefficient of 7" in

P p2
exp[ -<b0T- *,—- *2—¡-- ••• ) (**)

be £,, Then, Et E Z(p)[ Y0, Yx, . . . ]for all i.

Now since <i>0, <i>,, . . . are primitives (**) is an SDP with coefficients in

Zip). Further, since Ep„ = Yn + (polynomial in Y0, Yx, .. ., Yn_x), the coef-

ficients of the T' can be expressed in terms of the ¿y. As the substitution

process takes place over Z(p), we have just shown that there is an SDP with

coefficients in Z(p)[Ex, Ep, Epi, . . .] such that the/»"th term is ¿y. Using the

uniqueness part of Lemma 4 we have (with A, replacing Ep,):

Theorem 6. The coefficients of P    lie in Z(p)for all n.
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